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Abstract – The problem is how a user can authenticate a wireless, hands-free, voice-only communication device without speaking a password, which can be heard by eavesdroppers. We describe two protocols: SPIN (Spoken PIN), and QDP (QueryDirected Passwords). We compare the two and show that the major tradeoff is a requirement to memorize for SPIN versus a longer time to authenticate for QDP. User experiments are described whose results indicate a strong desire not to memorize yet another password. A modification of the original QDP method is described to bring authentication time closer to that of SPIN. Keywords: user authentication, spoken authentication, secure access, challenge-response protocol, eavesdropper attack



1. Introduction When we type a password into a computer or a PIN into a bank machine, the characters are usually masked on the screen to prevent onlookers from seeing the secret code. When speaking a password or PIN into a telephone or other voice communication device, there is nothing comparable to keep the password secret. In [1], we presented SPIN (Spoken PIN), which is an authentication protocol that can be spoken securely even in front of an eavesdropper. That paper focused on the design of SPIN. Subsequently, we have performed two user tests and have compared results of SPIN to QDP (QueryDirected Passwords). QDP is an authentication protocol whose main attribute is that it is more memorable than traditional memorized passwords, so it has been used for infrequent use such as for password reset [2, 3]. In this paper, we describe SPIN and a modified version of QDP for spoken and more frequent authentication. We describe both methods, examine advantages and disadvantages of each, and describe user results. A specific problem led to this work. We were designing a wireless, voice-response communication



system for mobile workers. Our system involves wireless headsets at the user end and an interactive voice-response system at the host end. The workers’ presence and location can be determined via the headsets. Workers can give voice commands to the system and communicate with other workers, all in a hands-free fashion. The first deployment was in a hospital ward, where privacy of patient information is important. So, authentication of users to the system is imperative. However, we could not find a user authentication method to meet our specifications. For our application, the user cannot type a PIN or password because there is no keyboard. Speaking a password is not practical because eavesdroppers can hear it. A one-time password could be used – by speaking it to the system – but workers did not want to carry a list or security token to generate this. The fact that we could not find a suitable existing solution was surprising since the problem is not unique to our specific system. Any time a user speaks a password, social security number, or mother’s maiden name over the phone from a public place for authentication purposes, this information is at risk to be heard and used maliciously by eavesdroppers. Furthermore, as more devices and services become accessible by voice (for instance, as cellular services and automobile navigation systems are today), there will be increasing need to authenticate securely by voice only. In this paper, we first review current user authentication methods that can be voiced and still resistant to eavesdropper attack – but do not meet all specifications of our application – in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the SPIN and QDP methods and compare them with respect to usability and



security. We describe user experiments in Section 4 and summarize in the final section.



2. Background One solution to speaking an authentication secret securely in the presence of eavesdroppers is to employ a protocol such that the response changes each time. Because this usually requires the user to perform a calculation or to choose a response from a (long) list, this is only practical when the user is aided by possession of a calculating device or a list of responses. One scheme that requires a list is a one-time password protocol called, SKEY. This is a chained list of hashes that the user carries and uses one each time until the list is depleted [4]. Another scheme, which requires a calculating device, is a challenge-response protocol. The user is given a random number and required to perform a cryptographic calculation upon it, and then return the response. This is the protocol that is used for most computer passwords to defend against eavesdroppers (or man-in-the-middle attacks), but of course the cryptographic calculation is done transparently to the user on the computer. Another scheme that requires a user device is time-synchronous authentication [5], where the user sends a random number to the authenticating host that changes periodically, but in a known time and sequence to that host. (The popular RSA Security SecurID® device works in this way.) Our voiced-password problem would seem perfectly suited for a speaker verification solution. However, there are some drawbacks to speaker verification. There are two types of speaker verification. Text-dependent speaker verification involves the user speaking a particular phrase. Since the phrase is always the same (this could be a static password), the system can obtain lower error rates. However, this is not appropriate for our problem, since our objective is to speak a password even in front of an eavesdropper, who could record the true user speaking and play this back to verify. Textindependent speaker verification can recognize the user by repetition of random digits, which are less easily captured and played back by an eavesdropper. However, the error rate rises for this mode. The



application described in Section 4 is for health care personnel to speak into a headphone in a potentially noisy hospital ward. For speaker verification error rates of 1-10% [6], perhaps worse for noisy surroundings, this biometric was not suitable for us at this time.



3. Two Voiced Authentication Methods Both methods proposed for voiced authentication are described and compared in this section. We are concerned in this paper with comparing the methods for this application, and leave more complete description of each method to their respective references. 3.1 SPIN – Spoken PIN The SPIN method is described in more detail in [1]. Here we describe it briefly and by example. SPIN enrollment involves the user first memorizing simple plaintext-ciphertext pairs. Because the basis of SPIN is a substitution cipher, plaintext elements are sent as part of the challenge from the authentication host and the matching ciphertext elements are returned by the user in the response. We use colors for plaintext challenges and numbers for ciphertext responses (although other schemes are possible). For example, the user memorizes the following substitution pairs: (Red, 3), (Green, 2), (Blue, 9), (Yellow, 6). SPIN authentication involves the authentication host sending a challenge that contains a randomly ordered sequence of both plaintext and camouflage elements. The camouflage elements are ones that the user has not memorized, and which the user just repeats, that is does not substitute for. Camouflage elements are included to prevent eavesdroppers from learning the true plaintext-ciphertext pairings. Below is an example of a verification session in which the memorized substitution pair elements are in bold font:
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Challenge from server: “1 or Purple, 8 or Black, 3 or Blue, 4 or Pink, 2 or Red, 6 or Yellow, 0 or Orange, 7 or Gray, 9 or Green, 5 or White” Response from user: “1, 8, 9, 4, 3, 6, 0, 7, 2, 5” In this example, the user simply repeats the numbers for the first two sub-challenges because “Purple” and “Black” are not memorized. For the sub-challenge, “3 or Blue”, the user substitutes the memorized “9” for “Blue”, since she has memorized this substitution. This continues for the rest of the sequence. The obvious question is the following, what are the camouflage elements for? First think of the scheme without these elements. If at each authentication session, a user responded with a randomly ordered sequence of only the memorized ciphertext elements, {2, 3, 6, 9}, then an eavesdropper would immediately learn these and be able to try at maximum 4×3×2=24 permutations of these elements to successfully authenticate. We use this maximum number of guesses that an attacker would have to make to find the true response the security strength. In general, it is shown in [1] that, by including camouflage elements and adhering to the prescribed protocol, the maximum security strength of SPIN is, Security Strength: C(L,a)a!, where C(L, a) denotes “L choose a”, a is the number of substitution pairs memorized (or equivalently the number of authentication elements in the verification challenge), and L is the number of possible levels of an element. The length of the verification challenge is equal to the number of possible levels, Challenge Length: L [sub-challenges] and this length is a measure of usability for the user because it is proportional to the time required for each authentication session. For our example, a=4 and L=10, so there are 10×9×8×7=5040, which is a lot more than the 24 permutations available without camouflage elements. The number of camouflage



elements required is c=L–a in general, or 6 for this example. The number of substitution pairs and levels of an element are chosen as a tradeoff between usability and security strength. In this case usability decreases with the number of substitution pairs a user must memorize and with the length of time required to verify the challenge containing authentication and camouflage elements. This tradeoff will be considered in comparing SPIN with QDP in Section 3.3. 3.2 Query-Directed Passwords (QDP) The QDP method is described in more detail in [2, 3]. Here we describe it briefly and by example. The QDP authentication method involves a number of multiple choice challenge questions that are asked of the user, such as, “What was the color of the car on which you learned to drive? 1) black, 2) white, 3) blue, 4) red, 5) green, 6) gray.” If the user responds with the number of the multiple-choice answer for each question, and if the questions and/or the numbers associated with answers are randomized between authentication instances, then an eavesdropper will hear a different sequence of numerical responses each instance. Implemented correctly, responses will appear to an eavesdropper as random numbers. Therefore, QDP can be used for spoken authentication, like SPIN. QDP uses a number of personal, or challenge, questions that are more varied and numerous than the common “mother’s maiden name” challenge. The user will typically be asked to choose about 10 questions from a database of about 200 questions. These are separated into categories by epochs of the user’s life: childhood, teen, and current. There is also a category, “firsts”. Users are asked to choose a uniform number of questions from each category to minimize the ability of an attacker who knows the user only in one epoch to successfully answer questions from different epochs. An advantage of QDP over traditional passwords is that the user does not have to memorize anything because answers to the personal questions will
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already be known (if chosen well). However, there are some drawbacks to this approach. One is a timesecurity tradeoff. It takes time to read each question including multiple choices. Furthermore, more questions and/or more answer choices are required for higher levels of security (4-5 questions of 6 multiple choices each were used in our testing). In general for QDP, there are N questions in total in the database, each consisting of M answer choices, and the user chooses k of those questions. The total number of answer choices that an attacker would have to guess to be sure to successfully authenticate is defined as the security strength, Security Strength: Mk. The authentication duration is related to, Challenge Length: k [multiple-choice questions]. We examine challenge length in more detail here because we discovered a way to speed up QDP with the same number of questions, k. When users repeatedly hear the same QDP question, they very quickly learn both the question and proper response number so they don’t have to hear the full challenge. For example, a full QDP challenge might be, “Where was the family car parked in relationship to your childhood home? 1) left side, 2) right side, 3) front, 4) back, 5) under, 6) not close.” When we allowed users to barge in with the correct answer, they would do so earlier and earlier as they learned the question and numeric response. We decided to learn from this activity and write all questions in two forms: full and brief. The full question is given to the user initially. We can call this the learning stage. After a certain period of time, for instance when we find that the user is barging in with answers before the full challenge have been given, we change the challenge to the brief form. For this example the brief form might be, “Family car parked? 1) left, 2) right, 3) front, 4) back, 5) under, 6) far.” This brief form takes far less time to say than the full form, and the user can still barge in on the brief form as well. This enhancement to QDP makes it more competitive to the otherwise faster SPIN method. We compare SPIN to both modes of QDP, which we call QDP_full and QDP_brief, in the next section.



4. Comparison We compare SPIN versus QDP in two ways. One is quantitative in which we compare security strength and authentication duration. The other is experimental where user opinions – especially with regards to memorability – are taken into account. Before comparing security strengths, we should state that we are selective in the threat models considered here. There are two major threats. One is that an eavesdropper gains authentication information by hearing responses for one or more authentication sessions by a legitimate user. The other is a brute force, or exhaustive guessing, attack, where the attacker simply tries all permutations of legitimate authentication responses. Of course there are other threats such as an attacker stealing a SPIN or QDP code that is written down, or attacking the communications channel carrying the challenges and responses, etc. We discuss these others in [1, 2]. We should say in addition that the security strengths that we employ here are not high. These range up to 10,000. Thus, this maximum is merely equivalent to a 4-digit PIN. We justify this by the fact that the mobile communications application for which we have targeted these methods is inherently a 2-factor security application: possession of headset and knowledge of SPIN or QDP. In addition, erroneous verification attempts are limited to 5 before the account is frozen. 4.1 Quantitative In this section we want to answer the following question. Given comparable security strengths, how does SPIN compare to QDP with respect to authentication duration? We compare the two methods on the basis of two characteristics, security strength and usability. Security strength has already been defined for each method. Usability is more difficult to measure quantitatively, but it is related to the length of time required for authenticating, which in turn is related to the challenge lengths given above for each method. Usability is also related to memorability, for
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which we received feedback from users and is discussed in Section 3.4. Authentication duration is a measure of usability that is related to the number of authentication elements for SPIN and the number of questions for QDP. To properly compare these, we have to assign a duration value to each. Challenge durations will vary with components (e.g., “red” versus “vermillion” for a SPIN element), but we give the following averages found by experiment with the systems we have built. A SPIN sub-challenge (e.g., “1 or Purple”) takes about 1.5 seconds each. A QDP_full challenge (question and multiple choice answers) takes about 10 seconds each. A QDP_brief challenge takes about half of this, 5 seconds. To obtain authentication duration, we multiply these times by the challenge lengths for each method from Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The methods are plotted in Figure 1. Both QDP_full and QDP_brief methods are for M=6 multiple choice answers and for k=1 to 5 questions answered by a user in a security session. For these values, security strength ranges from S=6 to 7776. SPIN is plotted for a=3 and 4. and for L=4 to 12. For these values, security strength ranges from 24 to 11880. It can be seen that, whereas QDP_full takes the longest time, QDP_brief is longer than the SPIN methods, but closer to the SPIN plots than QDP_full. 4.2 Experimental Two trials were performed in which SPIN and QDP were tested. Neither was designed to predominantly to test these authentication methods. Instead, they were part of a system being tested that included these methods for authentication. 4.2.1 Trial 1 – Johns Hopkins Trial The SPIN code was initially developed to meet a need of MACCS (Mobile Access to Converged Communications Service). This is a wireless, voiceinteractive, hands-free communications system. Each user has a wireless headset for issuing voice commands to the system and communicating with other users. The wireless technology (currently Bluetooth) also enables the system to determine



physical presence and the location of fellow users. So, a user can ask the system something like the following, “Please connect me to the closest person to me with expertise in cardiology.” The first MACCS installation was a 60-day proof-of-concept trial in July-August 2005 at a children’s unit of the Johns Hopkins Hospital.
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Figure 1 Plot of verification time versus security strength. For comparable ranges of security, QDP_full takes much longer than SPIN (for both m=3 and m=4). QDP_brief takes longer than SPIN, but is closer in time duration to SPIN than QDP_full.



We started with only QDP_full for this trial. Users enrolled by choosing questions from the QDP database and they verified by answering 3 questions. Users had little difficulty in remembering their answers, however many complained about the length of time required to listen and answer the questions – about 30 seconds for each session. Therefore, in mid-trial we decided to offer SPIN in addition. All users enrolled for SPIN with the default a=3 color-digit pairs. For practical purposes, we made the use of authentication optional. This was because this was a working unit of the hospital, we couldn’t put too much of a load on the users that would detract from their main tasks. The consequence of making authentication optional was that, although 35 users diligently enrolled and began using SPIN, no user finished the trial without disabling authentication. In interviews 5



after the trial, users indicated that they were averse to memorizing yet another password. Perhaps this was to be expected. 4.2.2 Trial 2 – In-House Trial To obtain more focused results on SPIN and QDP, we ran a second trial, but this one not “real life”. We asked 20 members of Avaya Labs at 3 locations in the United States to participate in a game that would be played on the same mobile communications system as was used at Johns Hopkins. This game was designed to get the users to use the headsets for 3 hours per day over 2 weeks to perform a task involving communicating with teammates and solving a puzzle. Authentication was required at the beginning of each day’s session. For the first week, users used QDP_full authentication of k=3 questions and M=6 multiple choices per question. For the second week, they used SPIN with a=3 memorized color-number pairs and L=7 length (for comparable security strength of 216 and 210 respectively). For this internal trial users showed that they could master both methods. Successful authentication was performed with QDP and SPIN. However, user opinion was unanimous. They preferred QDP over SPIN because they could remember the QDP answers without memorizing. In this trial, the users did not mind the time required for QDP. 4.2.3 Results of Experiments The main result of the experiments is that we rethought the QDP method. As mentioned, originally QDP was conceived as a method for infrequent authentication such as password reset or authenticating infrequently with an insurance company. For these types of applications, a short authentication time is not as important as the user remembering the answers. However, we learned through users’ expression of distaste for memorization and by how they barged in on QDP questions once they learned them to speed up authentication, that QDP might be modified to QDP_brief for faster authentication. We have not set up another trial to test QDP_brief. But we do plan to augment a production Avaya system for password



reset that has been using QDP_full for about a year, with QDP_brief and study its use.



5. Summary The SPIN (Spoken PIN) and QDP (Query-Directed Passwords) authentication methods were implemented and tested for voiced authentication on a hands-free, mobile communications system. SPIN enables faster authentication, but requires memorization; QDP takes about 3-5 times longer to authenticate, but does not require users to memorize anything. In two trials, users displayed almost unanimous desire not to memorize yet another password. In observing how QDP was used, we were able to develop a faster QDP that comes closer to SPIN times, still slower but not requiring memorization.
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